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Abstract: The basic task was to define the reliability of network equipment in the Laboratory of
Transport Networks which is a part of “Sensor, Information and Communication Systems” research
center (SIX). The whole educational process in the laboratory depends on the reliability of network
equipment and our intention is to propose a method to define availability and reliability of used
network equipment. It also serves the purpose of effective and predictable equipment renewal. This
article describes mentioned method.
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1

INTRODUCTION
The emerging educational equipment such as PCs or servers may require very high reliability and
availability. Educational tools where services for students are running can also be taken in consideration. Improving the quality of teaching and the experience from it are the most important things. We
should to know the approximate lifetime of our equipment to support effectively replace it in advance.
We should somehow assure the reliability and availability of these things and fittings. The basic idea
about measuring reliability is well known nowadays. We have focused on mean time between failure
(MTBF) and mean time to recover (MTTR). MTBF is used for more than 50 years as a basic measurement for various decisions. Over the years about 30 methods and procedures to predict life cycles
has been developed. MTBF is still a subject of endless debates. The intention was to use these MTBF
and MTTR values to calculate the overall reliability of the lab, as if it was one integral element to
ensure the operation and look at this as a unit.
We have a server room in the laboratory, where servers, routers and switches are running for student’s
tasks. PCs and tools for the same purpose are placed outside of the server room in a class room. To
measure the reliability and availability the laboratory has been divided into five subsystems. For the

Figure 1: Base lab diagram
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each subsystem the reliability block diagram (RBD) and fault trees (FT) were created, these subsystems were then compounded together to achieve the final result as is shown in Fig. 1.1 The LAB
block is the sub-block which consists of five blocks.
2

THE THEORY OF ASSESSMENT THE AVAILABILITY AND RELIABILITY OF SYSTEMS
The authors Liptak and Bela in their book discuss the whole issue of mentioned problem. For the
detailed introduction to this theory and issues we refer readers to this source [1]. For the quick
review; the reliability expresses the probability of the system when the system does its required
functions under stated conditions for a stated period of time at a given confidence level. Then the
MTBF represents a unit, usually in hours, how reliable the system is. The higher the MTBF we have,
the more reliable the system is. It is calculated by total test time T divided by the total number of
failures V . Failures are typically defined by drops, also including human factor. The failure rate λ is
typically given by λ = 1/MT BF. Mean time to failure (MTTR) is used for non-repairable systems
and has the same calculation as MTBF, which is used for repairable systems. Availability A, in
comparison to reliability, expresses the probability that the system will be correctly running at a given
time, as is shown in Equation 1:
A=

MT BF
MT BF + MT T R

(1)

The reliability R of systems is given by Equation 2:
R = e−(λ)

(2)

For predicting the reliability numerous methods were developed. Significant part of these methods
improvement was brought by NASA. We can name some of these methods such as MIL-HDBK 217
[2], Handbook for Reliability Data for Electronic Components (HRD5) which is used for telecommunication systems, Reliability Block Diagram (RDB) or Fault Trees. MIL-HDBK 217 which was
proven as an unreliable method and it is not being used.
2.1

R ELIABILITY BLOCK DIAGRAM

Reliability block diagram represents tools to calculate and model system reliability and availability
using block diagrams as is shown in Fig. 2. In this figure an example of serial system reliability
block diagram is shown. We refer readers to the source of information [3], where the mathematical
relationships are clearly described. Each block in RBD represents one component, subsystem or
other representative failure. It also serves an analysis tool to show how a system works and how each
element can affect the whole system.
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Figure 2: Serial reliability block diagram example
1 The quality of exported pictures from RENO is not so good due to the features of the program and our screen resolution.
We were unable to export pictures in better quality.
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Table 1: Simple equipment specifications overview
Name
Current Age / Yr MTBF sets /Hour
UPS
Cisco 2821**
Cisco 871
Cisco 1812
Cisco SGE2010P**
Cisco SG500
PCLFPGA server
HBA
Storage Array
Cisco 2960
Cisco 1841
Cisco VOIP**
PC Student**
TERM
TERM2/3
SMC DSP205

2.2

1
6
9
9
2
3
4
4
4
1
6
6
0.5
7
0.5
—

87.246
170.000
380.000
301.886
400.000
143.124
45.753
252.550
68.961
336.409
301.886
100.000
150.000
72.872
52.400
—

FAULT TREES

Fault trees is a method that was developed by Bell Telephone Laboratories. Fault trees can help in the
detailed description of the path of events. These events can be normal events, disturbances that cause
failures at the component or unexpected events in the analysis. Reliability is calculated by converting
a completed fault tree into the equivalent set of equations. This is done by using the algebra of events,
also referred to as Boolean algebra.

Figure 3: LAB Block Diagram RENO RBD
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3

PROPOSED SOLUTION AND STEPS
We have looked at simulation software from many developers. Finally, we decided to try our proposed
solution on the demo version of software from the ReliaSoft [4] company named ReliaSoft RENO.
As we discussed in the introduction, to calculate the reliability and availability the laboratory has been
divided into five subsystems. Table 1 reflects the planned list of elements. For each element the MTBF
was found in the data sheets on the Internet. As an example we can refer to [5], [6], [7]. It turned
out that it is very difficult to find the proper values. Values, which were unable to find, are pointed
in the table with two asterisks ∗∗. Finding these proper values was postponed to future work. We
also assume that the values which have been found are equal (MTBF ≈ MTTR). It is not always clear
which values are meant in data sheets. After that we determined time for each item when this item is
operating. The reliability was determined by 1P exponential function. Then individual blocks were
assembled and divided into the main four blocks RACK1, RACK2, RACK3, Classroom, as shown
in Fig. 3. The first block RACK1 is an arrangement for PCLFPGA server as shown in Fig.4 and for
the APC. PCLFPGA is the sub-block. In the RACK2 there is as a block Cisco Catalyst 2960, Cisco
1841, sub-block Cisco-Rack2, Cisco 871 and Cisco 1812. The sub-block Cisco-Rack2 is created by
eighth Cisco 2821 as shown in Fig. 5. RACK3 is equipped with Cisco SGE2010P, Cisco SG500-52P,
SuperMicro server TERM3, TERM2 and one old server TERM. In the last block Classroom there is
a load sharing container of PCs with development tools and partial blocks creating laboratory tasks
such as Cisco VoIP, telephones SMC DSP205, PBX SMC PBX10 and sub-block of PCs for students.
PCs block is set by the Fault Tree, because of dependencies. Each block is connected according to its
dependency. At the end and at the beginning of blocks there are nodes, which represent blocks with
zero possibility of failure. They enclose the entire system, which is necessary for the entire operation
and calculation. In the next step, the entire system is compiled as shown in Fig. 1 to determine the
total reliability values. In the pictures you can see partial reliability computations. After the assembly
of all blocks we were challenged to try and test our solution.

4

PRACTICAL TESTS
In the first step we counted the total value of the LAB unreliability vs. operational time in years.
This is graphically shown in Fig. 6. The resolution of the graph is set to 10 years. The solution is,
which unreliability will whole laboratory has to maintain lessons. The LAB block is cloned and in
this step there is the extra node 1 which is set up in the way that we want to have reachable at least
one DEVELOP computer. The extra node 2 which is set up, we want to have at least one functional
laboratory part. In the cloned block LAB_1 it is demanded that all sources reliability and the extra
nodes use all paths. The overlay plot is used to explore difference between two possibilities for
extra nodes. We can see that the unreliability significantly depends on how properly the nodes are

Figure 4: Reliability Diagram PCLFPGA RENO RBD
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Figure 5: Reliability Diagram Cisco Rack 2 RENO RBD
set up. In the second step we measured the reliability of all nodes. The results are represented in
graph in Fig. 7. As we expected, the worst value is in block Cisco-Rack2 due to the entered values.
The results of the mean life for whole system in this case is Mean Li f e = 7, 732263Y r , Probability

Figure 6: Graph Reliability LAB
of Failure Q(t = 10) = 0, 743212 where t = years, Reliable Life t(R = 0, 85) = 3, 070425 Y r and
FailureRate = 0, 201384 Y r. Same calculation stands for the sub-block, for Cisco-Rack2 the results
are: Mean Live Mean Li f e = 2, 424637 Y r, Reliability R(t = 10) = 0, 016206, Probability of Failure
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Q(t = 10) = 0, 983794, Reliable Life t(R = 0, 85) = 0, 394238 Y r. For the PCLFPGA : Probability
of Failure Q(t = 2) = 0, 506560, Probability of Failure Q(t = 10) = 0, 970747, Reliable Life t(R =
0, 85) = 0, 460162 Y r, Mean Life Mean Li f e = 2, 830082 Y r. The resulting report on the reliability
and importance is graphically shown in Fig. 8, where it is possible to see each equipment’s values.

Figure 7: Graph Reliability LAB - all nodes

Figure 8: Reliability and importance
We used the Quick Calculation Pad (QPC) tool to calculate (predict) time of the device replacement
as shown in Fig. 9. QPC tool is part of ReliaSoft RENO. The value of the required reliability
of equipment was set at 50 percent. It is also called as the “warranty time calculation”. For an
example, we can suggest from this precursory calculation the following values of time to equipment
renewal: Cisco-Rack-2 = 1, 681436 Y r, PCLFPGA = 1, 962604 Y r, PC-Student = 1, 978160 Y r. This
result is affected by the input values of MTBF discussed in Cap. 3.
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Figure 9: Quick Calculation Pad
5

CONCLUSION
In this article we described our approach to calculating the reliability and availability of network
equipment in the Laboratory of Transport Networks, which is a part of “Sensor, Information and
Communication Systems” research center (SIX). In the proposed solution calculations for the backup
batteries and calculations for those elements for which it was not possible to determine the exact
value of MTBF and MTTR are not included. For our sets of tests we use software from ReliaSoft.
Regarding to demo software RENO, it turned out to be a very good and intuitive tool. The first results
show that is very useful to measure the reliability and availability to maintain high performance of
education. We found out that nodes such as PCLFPGA, Cisco-Rack2, and PC-Students have very
low level of reliability (with values we used ) and now we can focus on it. In the future we would like
to improve the method of calculation and find the corresponding values for all elements and also to
analyze the relations between individual involvements in the laboratory. In the next step we would
also like to try also other work tools and software for this purpose. With this publishing we would
like to get inspiring comments and a correction to our procedure.
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